The effect of various introns and transcription terminators on the efficiency of expression vectors in various cultured cell lines and in the mammary gland of transgenic mice.
Various combinations of promoters, introns and transcription terminators were used to drive the expression of bovine growth hormone (bGH) cDNA in different cell types. In constructs containing the human cytomegalovirus (hCMV) promoter and the SV40 late genes terminator, the intron from SV40 genes (VP1) was much more efficient, than the intron from the early genes (t). The synthetic intron SIS generated by the association of an adenovirus splice donor and an immunoglobulin G splice acceptor showed the highest activity. The respective potency of these introns was similar in several mammalian (CHO, HC11 and COS) and fish (TO2 and EPC) cells. The rabbit whey acidic protein (WAP) gene promoter was highly efficient to drive the expression of bGH gene in the HC11 mammary cell lines. In contrast, the bGH cDNA under the control of the same promoter was much less efficiently expressed when the SV40 VP1 intron and transcription terminator were used. The rabbit WAP gene and the human GH gene terminators did not or only moderately enhanced the expression of the construct WAP bGH cDNA. Introduction of a promoter sequence from the mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) LTR in the VP1 intron increased very significantly the expression of the WAP bGH cDNA. Although several of these vectors showed high potency when expressed stably in HC11 cells, all of them were only moderately efficient in transgenic mice. These data indicate that the VP1 and the SIS introns may be used to express foreign cDNAs with good efficiency in different cell types. The addition of an enhancer within an intron may still reinforce its efficiency. However, transfection experiments, even when stable expression is carried out, are poorly predictive of the potential efficiency of a vector in transgenic animals.